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Three of the Best MMO Casino Games Available at This Moment
By
05 March 2021
Online casinos are extremely popular and will continue to grow in popularity, while the Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) gaming industry is also growing at a quick pace. Therefore, it can come as no big surprise to anyone that the two things have been joined together in the shape of MMO casino games. This article will take a look at some of the best MMO casino games that can be found anywhere on the market.
A Quick Look at What an MMO is
An MMO is an online game that has hundreds or even thousands of players playing on the same server. These types of games usually have a huge open world to explore, although that is not always the case. There are a variety of different MMO game types out there such as first-person shooter, role-playing, turn-based strategy, real-time strategy, casual, and simulations.
One of the world’s most popular MMOs is World of Warcraft. This game has been around since 2004, and there are now hundreds and hundreds of millions who play this game. At the end of 2017, this game was worth a staggering $9.23 billion, which makes it one of the most valuable video franchises to have ever existed. When you are playing this game, you control an avatar and you get to explore various landscapes where you have to complete quests, fight monsters, and interact with fellow players. This is a game that you have to pay to play. You can play for free, but your character can only reach level 20 and many other features will be blocked. 
Casino RPG
Casino RPG, it is fair to say, is one of the best MMO casino games around at this moment in time. It is a role-play game that combines multiplayer gaming, role-playing, and tycoon simulation. The idea behind this great game is that you become a casino gambler and you have to work your way up from your humble beginnings by playing a variety of casino games and other missions.
A huge plus point of this game is that there is a wide variety of casino games that you can choose from, so the chances of you becoming bored are pretty slim to say the least. Furthermore, you get to customize your characters, your living area, and your own casino that is filled with different characters that you can interact with. All of these features help to make Casino RPG a highly immersive game, which is something that always keeps boredom at bay.
Four Kings Casino and Slots
While Casino RPG is probably the best MMO casino game out there at the moment, it is fair to say that Four Kings Casino and Slots is a game that can certainly give it a run for its money. The producers of this game realized that MMO and casino are two things that fit perfectly together, so they set about creating a game that is thoroughly entertaining. This is a game that you can play on the PS4 or PC or Mac via a stream.
Just like Casino RPG does, Four Kings Casino and Slots gives its players a simulated casino world and allows players to build their own avatar. You can also play a wide variety of casino games such as slots, roulette, blackjack, and keno which ensures that boredom is kept well at bay. The casino environment is changing all of the time to match changes in real life, which adds a lot more realism to the game. You can play against other players, which helps to make the game more sociable and more of a challenge.
Vegas World
This is a casino themed MMO game that was produced by FlowPlay. It is not as popular as the two MMO casino games that we have just mentioned above, but that does not mean that it is not any good. In fact, if you decide to play this game, we are certain that you will have plenty of fun. When it comes to the casino games that you will be able to play, you can find more than 45 different slot games as well as multiplayer blackjack and video poker. Like with RPG Casino and Four Kings Casino and Slots, Vegas World allows you to create and develop your own avatar and then set out on a gambling career.
N.B. Please remember that when you are playing the above games, you will not be able to win any real money. However, the great gambling experience that you get can go a long way to helping you polish your casino game skills for whenever you feel like entering the real casino world and playing for real money.
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